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Imaging studies are consistent with the exis-
tence of brain regions specialized for color, but
electrophysiological studies have produced
conflicting results. Here we address the neural
basis for color, using targeted single-unit
recording in alert macaque monkeys, guided
by functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) of the same subjects. Distributed within
posterior inferior temporal cortex, a large region
encompassing V4, PITd, and posterior TEO that
somehave proposed functions as a single visual
complex, we found color-biased fMRI hotspots
that we call ‘‘globs,’’ each several millimeters
wide. Almost all cells located in globs showed
strong luminance-invariant color tuning and
some shape selectivity. Cells in different globs
represented distinct visual field locations, con-
sistent with the coarse retinotopy of this brain
region. Cells in ‘‘interglob’’ regions were not
color tuned, but were more strongly shape
selective. Neither population was direction se-
lective. These results suggest that color percep-
tion is mediated by specialized neurons that are
clustered within the extrastriate brain.
INTRODUCTION
In humans and macaque monkeys, color vision depends
on the differential responses of three types of cones, but
it is unclear how the brain ultimately uses these signals
to achieve hue. (‘‘Hue’’ is often used interchangeably
with ‘‘color,’’ although technically color consists of hue,
saturation, and brightness.) On a gross level, it remains
disputed whether color is localized to a particular brain
region; on a microscopic level, it is uncertain what contri-
bution single cells make to the perception of specific hues.
While some brain-imaging studies have suggested that
color processing may be localized within the extrastriate
brain (Beauchamp et al., 1999; Conway and Tsao, 2006;
Hadjikhani et al., 1998; Wade et al., 2002; Zeki et al.,
1991), single-cell electrophysiological studies, which have560 Neuron 56, 560–573, November 8, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inhigher spatial and temporal resolution than imaging, have
produced conflicting results (Kruger and Gouras, 1980;
Kusunoki et al., 2006; Schein and Desimone, 1990; Schein
et al., 1982; Tanaka et al., 1986; Van Essen and Zeki, 1978;
Zeki, 1973) and cast doubt on the notion of a specialized
color center (Gegenfurtner and Kiper, 2003; Schiller,
1996). But in addition to severe sampling limitations, sin-
gle-cell studies have been frustrated because of difficul-
ties defining color itself and defining appropriate electro-
physiological criteria. Most cells at the first cortical stage
of visual processing, V1, show color biases among differ-
ent colored stimuli matched in luminance (Lennie et al.,
1990). The only signal distinguishing such ‘‘equiluminant’’
stimuli would seem to be hue. But hue biases of V1 cells
are often altered or entirely abolished when the stimuli
are raised or lowered in luminance (Solomon and Lennie,
2007), unlike hue perception. Thus, the ‘‘color biases’’ of
many V1 neurons may be an artifact not relevant to color
vision (Solomon and Lennie, 2005), attributed instead to
random cone clustering. For a neuron to contribute to
color, it would seem important to show not only that it
has hue selectivity to equiluminant stimuli, but also that
it retains hue selectivity at different luminance levels.
Within V1, 5%–10% of cells show color preferences de-
spite changes in luminance (Conway, 2001; Conway and
Livingstone, 2006). These cone-opponent cells are often
specialized to respond to color contrast (Conway, 2001;
Conway et al., 2002; Conway and Livingstone, 2006;
Horwitz et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2004; Wachtler
et al., 2003), but show hue tuning to only a restricted set
of colors, close to the cardinal directions in color space
(red-cyan and blue-yellow) (Conway, 2001; Conway and
Livingstone, 2006). These cells are likely building blocks
for hue, but where and how the brain computes specific
hues—red, orange, yellow, brown, cyan, blue, and pur-
ple—remains mysterious.
One possibility is that specialized color cells in V1 serve
as building blocks for hue-specific neurons located in
brain regions at subsequent stages of visual processing.
One influential single-unit study proposed that V4 was
the ‘‘color area,’’ containing 100% hue-selective cells
(Zeki, 1973); this claim was disputed by lesion studies
(Heywood et al., 1992; Schiller, 1993; Walsh et al., 1993)
and later single-unit studies (Kruger and Gouras, 1980;
Schein and Desimone, 1990; Schein et al., 1982; Tanaka
et al., 1986; Van Essen and Zeki, 1978), one of whichc.
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The discrepancy regarding the proportion of hue-selective
cells in V4 has been attributed to differences in the shape
of stimuli used (Kruger and Gouras, 1980), differences in
the way neurons were classified (Schein and Desimone,
1990), and may also be attributed to differences in lumi-
nance of the stimuli used. A luminance-invariance color
test has not previously been applied, leaving open the
possibility that the color tuning of V4 ‘‘color’’ cells, like
that of most V1 cells, is an artifact of the luminance of
the stimulus used. Alternatively, different studies may
have come to different conclusions because of functional
heterogeneity within this region. Finally, many of the stud-
ies that have contributed to this debate were conducted in
anesthetized animals. Anesthetics not only dampen corti-
cal activity, but also can dramatically alter tuning proper-
ties (Pack et al., 2001).
Current opinion (Gegenfurtner and Kiper, 2003; Schiller,
1996) is that V4 contributes to shape perception, visual
attention, and perhaps stereopsis, and not exclusively or
especially color (Hegde and Van Essen, 2005; Hinkle
and Connor, 2002; Motter, 2006; Pasupathy and Connor,
1999; Pollen et al., 2002; Reynolds and Chelazzi, 2004).
The role of V4 in color remains unresolved; recent studies
have focused instead on brain regions immediately ante-
rior to V4, including posterior TEO (Tootell et al., 2004),
and PITd (Conway and Tsao, 2006), and other regions
even further anterior (Komatsu et al., 1992), although the
functional organization of V4, PITd, and posterior TEO,
and the relationship of these regions to each other, is de-
bated (Boussaoud et al., 1991; Brewer et al., 2002; Fize
et al., 2003; Tootell et al., 2004; Zeki, 1996). Some have
argued that this entire region of posterior inferior tem-
poral cortex functions as a single visual complex (Zeki,
1996). Here we re-evaluate the role of this brain region in
processing color, in the alert macaque, by combining
whole-brain functional imaging with targeted single-unit
physiology in the same subjects. We find that color
responses are clustered in hotspots each several millime-
ters wide, a functional organization that may account for
discrepancies in conclusions regarding the role of this
region in color perception.
RESULTS
fMRI Experiments
We have previously used functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) to identify downstream brain regions of
the alert macaque that may be involved in color, by com-
paring the responses to equiluminant colored gratings
with responses to achromatic gratings (Conway and Tsao,
2006). Here, we repeated that experiment, but using a
contrast agent (ferumoxtran-10, Guerbet, Paris). Consis-
tent with the previous report, color-biased activity was
found in V1 and V2, as well as in regions of posterior infe-
rior temporal cortex, anterior to the anterior boundary of
V3. In the present study, fMRI responses were determined
in four macaques (Figures 1 and 2 and see Figures S2 andNS3 in the Supplemental Data available with this article on-
line). Here, we focus on the region anterior to V3, which
consists of classically defined V4 and adjacent regions
known variously as PITd, V4A, and posterior TEO (see
Conway and Tsao, 2006, for review).
Color-biased activity in this region is not uniform, but lo-
calized to discrete, reproducible hotspots. We have adop-
ted the term ‘‘glob’’ to describe these hotspots. This term
draws an analogy to the cytochrome-oxidase blobs of V1,
which are rich in color-opponent cells (Livingstone and
Hubel, 1984; Lu and Roe, 2007). The location and number
of globs varies somewhat from animal to animal, although
within any given animal they are reproducible (compare
data sets 1 and 2 in Figure 1 and Figure S2). Despite
some interanimal variability, most animals showed a prom-
inent glob in the posterior bank of the superior temporal
sulcus, which we have referred to by the anatomical
name PITd (Conway and Tsao, 2006; see also Zeki,
1977); this glob may be subdivided into posterior and
anterior parts (labels ‘‘2’’ and ‘‘3’’ in Figure 1, left hemi-
sphere, and Figure 2; Figures 3C and 3D). Animals also
often had a glob located at the anterior wall of the lunate
sulcus (label ‘‘1’’ in Figures 1 and 2; Figures 3C and 3D,
right panels), another at the base of the inferior occipital
sulcus (label ‘‘6’’ in Figures 1 and 2; Figure 3B, left panel),
and another at the base of the occipital temporal sulcus
(label ‘‘7’’ in Figure 1; Figure 3A). Several animals also had
a glob on the lunate gyrus (label ‘‘4’’ in Figures 1 and 2; Fig-
ure 3E) and color-biased hotspots extending further ante-
rior into inferior temporal cortex (e.g., label ‘‘5’’ in Figures 1
and 2). In all animals tested, there was a lack of color-bi-
ased activity on the dorsal half of the lunate gyrus (‘‘inter-
glob’’ marker, Figure 3E) and weak or no color-biased
activity in V3. In several animals, a stripe pattern was dis-
cernable in V2 (see dorsal V2, Figure 2), consistent with
the alignment of color-coding cells with the V2 cyto-
chrome-oxidase thin stripes (Hubel and Livingstone, 1987).
Single-Unit Experiments: Shape Selectivity
fMRI provides only a coarse assay of brain function: the
size of each voxel encompasses tens of thousands of
cells, and the neural basis for the fMRI signal is unknown.
We therefore made electrophysiological recordings of the
responses of single cells, in alert fixating animals, using
tungsten microelectrodes, targeting the recordings to
globs and interglobs in two animals in which we had char-
acterized the functional architecture using fMRI. Figure
3 and Figure S4 show the globs that were targeted for
single-unit recording.
Neurons were tested with a battery of stimuli to assess
shape selectivity, direction selectivity, and color selectiv-
ity. Stimuli consisted of bars, in which the length, width,
orientation, and color were systematically varied. Figures
4A and 4B show orientation/direction-tuning plots and
length-tuning curves for three glob cells and three inter-
glob cells. Figures S5 and S6 show response functions
for 30 glob and 30 interglob cells. Figures 4C–4E
show population responses. Neurons in both globs andeuron 56, 560–573, November 8, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 561
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Color Modules in Macaque Extrastriate CortexFigure 1. fMRI Color Architecture in Alert Macaque Cortex
fMRI of alert fixating macaque reveals hotspots, or ‘‘globs,’’ of color-
preferring brain activity in posterior inferior temporal cortex, the brain
region anterior to V3, consisting of V4, PITd, and posterior TEO. Visual
area boundaries were determined using responses to checkerboard
stimuli restricted to wedges along the vertical and horizontal meridians
(Figure S1). (Top) A computationally flattened map, the average of all
data for this monkey; sulci are indicated by dark gray. (Middle) Coronal
sections showing responses from two independent data sets (40 stim-
ulus runs each; approximate anterior-posterior position indicated at
right). Color-preferring regions were identified as those that responded
more strongly to equiluminant colored stripes than to achromatic562 Neuron 56, 560–573, November 8, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ininterglobs were often tuned for stimulus orientation
(Figure 4C), although, as a population, interglob cells
were significantly more orientation selective (Figure 4, leg-
end). Cells in both compartments were rarely direction
selective (Figure 4D), yet strongly selective for stimulus
length (Figure 4E); interglob cells were significantly more
bar-length selective (Figure 4, legend). Cells in both com-
partments were often length-summating (Figures 4A and
4B and Figures S5 and S6), responding optimally to the
longest bar used (16). This shows that cells in both com-
partments encode information about stimulus shape, but
not stimulus motion, confirming previous reports of shape
selectivity in this region of brain (Desimone and Schein,
1987; Desimone et al., 1985; Girard et al., 2002; Gustav-
sen and Gallant, 2003; Kobatake and Tanaka, 1994; Pasu-
pathy and Connor, 1999). But the differences in orientation
tuning and length selectivity between glob and interglob
cells suggest that interglob cells perform more elaborate
shape computations than glob cells.
Single-Unit Experiments: Color Selectivity
Figure 5 shows color-response measurements for a typical
cell in a glob (Figure 5A), interglob, (Figure 5B) and, as
a further control, area MT (Figure 5C). These measure-
ments were conducted by presenting an optimally config-
ured bar at the center of the response region for each cell,
and in each trial changing the color of the bar. In the post-
stimulus time histograms shown in Figure 5 (left panels),
the responses have been sorted according to the color
of the bar. Note that the histograms are not raster plots:
the responses to each color shown along a given row
are the average of many presentations of the given color.
The top two rows in each histogram show the responses
to white and black. The rest of the histogram plot is divided
into three sections. The top section shows responses to
a set of colors that were equiluminant with each other
but lower luminance than the background, the middle sec-
tion shows responses to a set of colors that were equilu-
minant with background, and the bottom section shows
responses to a set of colors that were equiluminant with
each other but higher luminance than the background.
All colors could be discriminated by human observers,
even at the lowest luminance. Within each section, the
stripes. Labels 1–7 identify prominent globs and facilitate a comparison
between the raw slice data and the computationally manipulated flat-
tened data. Significance depicted by color bar. LGN, lateral geniculate
nucleus; s.t.s., superior-temporal sulcus; o.t.s., occipital-temporal sul-
cus; i.o.s., inferior-occipital sulcus; l.s., lunate sulcus. (Bottom) Traces
show the time course of the fMRI response to achromatic stripes (gray
columns); red/blue colored stripes of various red-to-blue luminance
ratios (pink columns); and responses to uniform gray (white columns).
Area MT shows stronger responses to achromatic stripes than to any
colored stripes and shows a minimum to colored stripes that are
approximately equiluminant (color ratios 0 and 0.33). The globs show
stronger responses to all colored stripes; and the interglobs show sim-
ilar magnitude responses to color and achromatic stripes. Responses
were measured using a contrast agent, which results in a negative
fMRI signal (traces have been flipped vertically and detrended). Scale
bar, 1 cm.c.
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See Figure 1 for conventions. fMRI responses to the central 3 enclosed by the green contour. Globs are located both inside and outside the central
3. Eccentricity maps were determined by measuring responses to gratings (0.29 cycles/) restricted to either the central 3 or the periphery (extend-
ing 28, central 3 gray). These were interleaved with blank periods of neutral gray. Gratings were achromatic in half the blocks and equiluminant in half
the blocks, and data from both were averaged.responses have been arranged according to a hue cycle.
The colors have been assigned a value from 0 to 352, to
reflect their position in a hue circle (Table S1). The top row
of each section shows the responses to red (0), and the
subsequent rows progress gradually through orange, yel-
low, green, cyan, blue, purple, ending at bluish-red (352).
Each set comprised 45 different colors; for ease of pre-
sentation, the responses have been compressed into 15
rows, each row showing the average response to three
consecutive colors in the cycle.
Most glob cells were excited by a specific hue. The glob
cell shown in Figure 5A was excited by bluish-red, shown
by the maximal response density at the bottom of each
section of the histogram. The hue responses can be com-
pressed into polar coordinates (Figures 5A–5C, middle
panels). Polar-hue plots were generated by summing the
responses following the visual latency, over the stimulus
duration (200 ms). Despite differences in overall response
magnitude to the three color sets, the peak hue response
within each color set was the same: each of the three
curves in Figure 5A, middle panel, point to 330. This
shows that the hue selectivity was luminance invariant.
Luminance invariance can be quantified by determining
the degree to which the patterns of responses to the differ-Neent color sets are correlated. Luminance invariance does
not imply that luminance does not sculpt the responses
(it clearly modulates the magnitude of the response for
many cells as in Figure 5A), just that a change in luminance
does not drastically shift the hue tuning, or obliterate it by
eliciting a strong response to all colors. The correlation co-
efficient of the response to color set 1 and color set 2 for
the glob cell in Figure 5A was 0.94; between color set 1
and 3, 0.87; and between color set 2 and 3, 0.96; average,
0.92. The interglob cell (Figure 5B), on the other hand, did
not show strong hue tuning, to any color set; what little
color bias it showed, to the blue of the middle color set,
was not consistent between color sets: the peaks of the
three curves do not point to the same direction. The MT
cell (Figure 5C) similarly lacked hue tuning. Neurons like
these, which do not show hue tuning to at least one of
the color sets and/or whose hue tuning is eclipsed with
the introduction of luminance contrast, lack luminance-
invariant hue tuning and will show weak correlation coeffi-
cients (see Figure 7B).
To further quantify the responses to this comprehensive
set of colors, spanning both the hue and luminance axes
of color space, we combined the responses to the three
corresponding colors of each set (e.g., color 0 in the threeuron 56, 560–573, November 8, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 563
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Color Modules in Macaque Extrastriate CortexFigure 3. Electrodes Targeting Globs and Interglobs
Magnetic resonance images showing the location of five (A–E) tung-
sten microelectrode recordings, targeting color-preferring (glob)
and non-color-preferring (interglob) regions of alert macaque brain.
Electrodes are black, highlighted by vertical white extension lines.
Functional activity (response to equiluminant color > response to ach-
romatic) is superimposed. The brain has been computationally sliced
in the plane of the electrode: pseudofrontal sections (left); pseudosa-
gittal sections (right). Numbers relate to the globs identified in Figure 1;
approximate A-P coordinates given in Figure 1. Figure S4 shows elec-
trodes targeting globs and interglobs in a second animal. l.g., lunate
gyrus; M, medial; D, dorsal; A, anterior; other conventions as for
Figure 1. Scale bar, 1 cm.564 Neuron 56, 560–573, November 8, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inccolor sets) as a weighted average, weighted by the total
strength of the response to each color set (Figure 5, far
right panels; similar conclusions are reached from an anal-
ysis of the responses to each color set separately, see
Figure S7). The Rayleigh statistical test was then per-
formed, summarizing the entire response as a vector (as-
terisks, Figure 5), the length of which can vary from 0 for
circular distributions centered at the origin, to 1 for highly
asymmetric distributions reflecting maximal hue tuning.
Consistent with the hue tuning shown in the poststimulus
time histograms, the glob cell had a significant vector
(Rayleigh vector different from 0, p < 0.05), while the inter-
glob (Figure 5B) and MT (Figure 5C) cells did not.
Figure 6A shows the responses of six additional glob
cells, representing a range of hue tuning, including (top
to bottom) orange, green, cyan, blue, purple, and red.
Most glob cells (238/308; 77%) had a significant vector
length. Figure 6B shows the responses of six additional in-
terglob cells; all lack luminance-invariant hue tuning. Only
11% (21/192) of interglob cells showed significant vector
lengths. MT cells also rarely showed significant Rayleigh
vector lengths (1/137).
Apart from differences in receptive-field location (see
Figure 8), there were no consistent differences in the
response properties of cells recorded in one glob versus
another, or in the globs of one animal compared to another.
We therefore pooled the responses of all neurons located
in globs and all those in interglobs for a population analy-
sis. Figure 7A shows the Rayleigh vector lengths, along
the y axis, for the population of cells. The color-to-achro-
matic response ratio, another measure of color sensitivity,
is shown along the x axis. The three populations are signif-
icantly different from each other, using either measure of
color tuning: the vector lengths of glob cells (mean, 0.43 ±
0.01) were longer than those of interglob cells (mean,
0.120 ± 0.005; t test significance = 8.9 3 1096 with
a 95% confidence interval on the mean c.i. = [0.3004
0.3472]; Kolmogorov-Smirnov [KS] test, p < 1 x 1068,
maximum difference in cumulative fraction, D = 0.8), and
longer than those of MT cells (mean, 0.070 ± 0.005; signif-
icance = 6.7 3 10111, c.i. = [0.3456 0.3919]; KS test p <
1 3 1066, D = 0.88). The vector lengths of interglob cells
were slightly longer than those of MT cells (significance =
1.6 3 109, c.i. = [0.0307 0.0592]; KS test p < 1 3 107,
D = 0.31), although this distinction is not significant when
the analysis is restricted to just the equiluminant-with-
background set of colors (Figure S7 and Table S2).
The color-to-achromatic response ratio was higher for
glob cells than for interglob cells (significance = 6.5 3
1034, c.i. = [0.2567 0.3471]); KS test p < 4 3 1028, D =
0.51) and higher than for MT cells (significance = 1.5 3
1048, c.i. = [0.3717 0.4668]; KS test p < 2 3 1034, D =
0.63). The color-to-achromatic response ratio was also
higher for interglob cells than for MT cells (significance =
9.4 3 107, c.i. = [0.0712 0.1635]; KS test p < 2 3 105,
D = 0.25). The high color-to-achromatic response ratio
of glob cells (mean, 0.30 ± 0.02) reflects the strong color
tuning of this population (arrows, Figure 7A). That glob.
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Color Modules in Macaque Extrastriate CortexFigure 4. Glob and Interglob Cells Show
Shape Selectivity and Lack Direction
Selectivity; Interglob Cells Are More
Strongly Shape Selective than Glob Cells
(A) Length-tuning curves and orientation/direc-
tion plots (insets) for three glob cells. (B)
Length-tuning curves and orientation/direction
plots (insets) for three interglob cells; Figures
S5 and S6 show more examples of both. (C)
Quantification of orientation selectivity; (D) di-
rection selectivity; and (E) bar-length selectivity
(0, no selectivity; 1, maximal selectivity). Signif-
icant indices (>0.2) are shown in dark gray.
Recording positions were confirmed using
MRI (Figure 3). Polar plots were generated
using bars of optimal length and color, drifted
through the receptive field; plots are smoothed
with a moving average (three orientations wide)
and normalized to the firing rate elicited by the
optimally oriented bar. Direction tuning is indi-
cated in the polar-plot insets by comparing the
magnitude of each lobe of the response. Re-
sponses to 20 stimuli (10 bar orientations; both
directions of motion) were measured. Length-
tuning plots were generated using drifting
bars of optimal orientation and color and vari-
ous lengths. Interglob cells were more orienta-
tion selective than glob cells (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, p < 1021, maximum difference
in cumulative fraction, D = 0.41) and had higher
length-selectivity indices (KS test, p < 105,
D = 0.32). Background firing rate indicated
by the open symbol in (A) and (B). Standard
errors shown.cells respond better to color than to achromatic luminance
contrast is indicated in the poststimulus time histograms
(Figures 5 and 6), in which the responses to black or white
are rarely as strong as the strongest response to any color.
The distribution of interglob cells (Figure 7A) is not differ-
ent from zero (mean, 0.00 ± 0.02), indicating that, on aver-
age, interglob cells responded about as well to black or
white as they did to the best color; this is also indicated
in Figures 5 and 6, in which the responses to black or white
are as strong as the strongest response to any color. The
mean of MT cells (0.12 ± 0.02), on the other hand, is
skewed to negative values, showing that MT cells gave
a stronger response, on average, to black or white than
to the best color. The color-to-achromatic response ratio
of the single-unit data is similar to that determined using
the fMRI data (single-unit data of the globs, 0.30 ± 0.02;
fMRI data, 0.3 ± 0.2; see Conway and Tsao, 2006), sup-
porting the hypothesis that the fMRI signal is correlated
with above-threshold neural activity.
Most glob cells (89%, 274/308) showed a significant
correlation coefficient (p < 0.05) to all three pairwise com-Nparisons: the pattern of response to color set 1 correlated
with that to color set 2; the pattern of response to color set
1 correlated with that to color set 3; and the pattern of
response to color set 2 correlated with that to color set
3. This luminance-invariant hue tuning is shown by the
high average correlation coefficients of the glob cells
(Figure 7B). Some glob cells did, however, show weak cor-
relation coefficients, yet high Rayleigh vector lengths
(Figure 7B); these cells consist of those that responded
to a single color within a single color set, and no colors
in any other color set. These cells are not just hue selective
but color selective: ‘‘color’’ incorporates both hue (i.e., or-
ange) and luminance (i.e., dark orange, or brown). Other
glob cells showed significant correlations between all
pairwise comparisons, yet weak Rayleigh vectors. These
cells usually had two peaks, on opposite sides of the hue
cycle, with different time courses (Figure 6A, fifth cell
from the top). Despite their low Rayleigh vector lengths,
the significance of the correlation coefficients suggests
that these cells are contributing to color; the multiple
peaked hue tuning may represent center-surroundeuron 56, 560–573, November 8, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 565
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Single Cells in Globs and Interglobs
Color tuning of a typical glob cell (A), an inter-
glob cell (B), and an MT cell (C). (Left panels)
Poststimulus time histograms to an optimally
shaped bar of various colors. Responses
were determined to white and black (top two
rows in each histogram) and to three sets of
45 colored versions of the bar, one set darker
(top section of each histogram), another equi-
luminant with the background (middle section),
and a third set, brighter (bottom section) than
the neutral gray background. The colors within
each set were assigned a number from 0 to 352
and were equiluminant with each other (num-
bers are only shown for the bright set of colors).
The spectra given to the left of each histogram
are schematic (Table S1 and Figure S8 give the
C.I.E., coordinates of the stimuli). For ease of
presentation, the responses to each color set
have been compressed into 15 rows, each
row showing the average response to three
consecutive colors in the cycle. Stimulus onset
aligned with 0 ms; stimulus duration (step at
bottom): 200 ms ON/200 ms OFF; histogram
bins, 1 ms. Grey scale bar is average number
of spikes per stimulus repeat per bin; the lack
of activity immediately following stimulus
onset, until about 70–90 ms, indicates the
response latency—the amount of time required
for the signal to be preprocessed by the eyes,
lateral geniculate nucleus, V1, etc. (Middle panels) Show the color tuning to each of the stimulus sets in polar coordinates. Responses were averaged
over 200 ms, beginning after the visual latency of the cell. Units are spikes/stimulus repeat. (Right panels) Weighted-average color response; peak
normalized to the maximum response to any color. Asterisk indicates the Rayleigh vector, a standard statistical measure of the asymmetry (i.e., hue
tuning) of the polar plot. The polar plots were smoothed with a moving average spanning five colors.interactions of antecedent double-opponent color cells
(Conway, 2001; Conway and Livingstone, 2006). Of those
glob cells that did not show significant Rayleigh vector
lengths, the majority (39/70) nonetheless showed signifi-
cant correlations of all pairwise comparisons. We there-
fore conclude that at least 90% [(238 + 39)/308] of glob
cells showed significant hue tuning.
A minority of interglob cells (40%; 76/192) showed sig-
nificant correlations of all pairwise comparisons. Similarly,
MT infrequently showed significant pairwise correlations
between all three color sets (20%, 27/137). As these
data suggest, glob cells not only have stronger hue tuning
(Figure 7A), but also stronger luminance-invariant tuning
than either the interglob cells or MT cells (Figure 7B; KS
test, p < 0. 005).
Although most interglob and MT cells lacked significant
hue tuning, many showed some bias within one of the
color sets—usually the middle set, which comprised
colors that were equiluminant with the background gray.
The responses to the middle set tended to be much
weaker than the responses to the other two color sets,
and within this weak response, the color biases were
almost always for blue, but sometimes for red (Figures 5
and 6), reminiscent of earlier reports (Kruger and Gouras,
1980). That the bias is not present in the lowest-luminance
color set suggests the bias is not attributed to selective566 Neuron 56, 560–573, November 8, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ininvolvement of rods. Three interpretations of these color
biases are that (1) they represent genuine color prefer-
ences, usually for blue; (2) they were the result of chro-
matic aberration, which introduced a slight luminance
artifact at the edge of the bar to which the cells were sen-
sitive, an aberration that would be strongest for blue stim-
uli; and (3) they reflect a difference between macaque and
human equiluminant functions and a higher sensitivity of
macaques for blue (Dobkins et al., 2000). The color bias
was usually abolished by the introduction of luminance
contrast, showing that these cells do not provide a reliable
representation of hue.
These results describe three separate measures of
color: the Rayleigh vector length (specificity and magni-
tude of hue tuning), the color-to-achromatic response
ratio (selectivity for hue), and the correlation coefficient (lu-
minance invariance of hue tuning). These provide a com-
plete description of the color properties of single cells,
and each measure gives independent confirmation that
glob cells are significantly more involved in color process-
ing than either interglob cells or MT cells.
DISCUSSION
This study combines two techniques to revisit the role
that posterior inferior temporal cortex plays in processingc.
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Color Modules in Macaque Extrastriate CortexFigure 6. Single Cells Located in Globs, but Not Interglobs, Show Strong Hue Tuning
(A) Responses of six glob cells: orientation-tuning curve and an icon for the optimal color/orientation (left), poststimulus time histograms of
the responses to a comprehensive set of colors (middle), and each cell’s weighted-average hue tuning, as a polar plot within a hue circle (right).
Orientation-tuning curve units: spikes/bar sweep. Standard errors shown. Asterisks in the polar plots indicate the Rayleigh vector. See Figure 5
for other conventions. (B) Histograms and polar plots for six interglob cells. Other conventions as for (A).color: fMRI was used to provide a coarse overview of the
functional architecture, and targeted single-unit electro-
physiology within the same subjects was used to provide
a detailed characterization of cellular function. These two
techniques provide independent confirmation of special-
ized modules, or globs, which contain a high fraction ofNeuluminance-invariant color-tuned neurons. These modules
are separated by regions that are not specialized for color,
but seem specialized for more detailed form analysis. This
result reconciles the conflicting conclusions regarding
color processing in and anterior to V4: reports asserting
that V4 is specialized for color (Kusunoki et al., 2006;ron 56, 560–573, November 8, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 567
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Color Modules in Macaque Extrastriate CortexFigure 7. Quantification of the Color Tuning of the Population of Glob Cells, Interglob Cells, and MT Cells
(A) The y axis is a measure of hue tuning (the Rayleigh vector length; 0 is no tuning, 1 is maximal tuning), determined from the weighted-average
responses (see Figure 5); the x axis shows the color-to-achromatic response ratio, a measure of color selectivity, determined as (Rcolor  Rachromatic)/
(Rcolor + Rachromatic), where Rcolor is the maximum response to any color and Rachromatic is the stronger of the black or white response. The axes of the
marginal distributions are number of cells per bin. Arrows indicate population means. (B) The y axis shows the Rayleigh vector length; the x axis shows
the average correlation coefficient (r2) of the hue tuning, between the three color sets, for each cell; this evaluates luminance invariance of the color
tuning (negative and 0 r2 indicate no luminance-invariant hue tuning; 1, maximal luminance invariance).Zeki, 1973) probably targeted globs, while reports denying
that V4 is specialized for color (Kruger and Gouras, 1980;
Schein et al., 1982; Tanaka et al., 1986; Van Essen and
Zeki, 1978) likely recorded from interglobs. Indeed, most
single-unit V4 studies have not focused on color selectiv-
ity, but rather on shape processing and attentional effects
(Hinkle and Connor, 2002; Pasupathy and Connor, 1999;
Reynolds and Chelazzi, 2004; Schiller, 1996); these stud-
ies relied on recordings in the crest of the prelunate gyrus,
the part of V4 that is most accessible but one that usually
consists of an interglob. Interglob cells lacked strong color
tuning but did show weak color sensitivity not present in
area MT (a motion area). This sensitivity may be a sufficient
basis for color-based attention to modulate V4 responses
(Mirabella et al., 2007; Motter, 2006): attention may effec-
tively increase color contrast in the same way it increases
luminance contrast (Reynolds and Chelazzi, 2004). The
strong color tuning of glob cells, on the other hand, may
contribute directly to hue perception and color constancy
(Kusunoki et al., 2006). In addition, the finding that globs
are found in several parts of inferior temporal cortex
accounts for the observation that lesions of extrastriate
cortex leave color vision largely intact unless the lesions
are large (Cowey et al., 2001; Heywood et al., 1995; Schil-
ler, 1993).
The present study focused on a few globs and the inter-
vening cortex located within posterior inferior temporal
cortex. Only one set of colors, at a single orientation,
were used to identify the globs (because fMRI requires
averaging data from many trials). The single-cell record-
ings in the globs showed that most of the neurons were568 Neuron 56, 560–573, November 8, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Instrongly hue selective and often orientation selective, sug-
gesting that only a subset of glob cells are responsible for
the fMRI signal. That a subset of cells is sufficient to drive
the fMRI response seems likely given that small changes
in mean firing rate correspond to relatively large changes
in fMRI signal (Heeger et al., 2000).
The receptive-field centers of cells within any one of the
globs did not completely tile the visual hemifield (Figure 8),
although individual receptive-fields often covered a region
over 15 wide (Figure 4A and Figures S5 and S6). Judging
by the location of the center of glob cell receptive fields
and by the location of globs relative to fMRI eccentricity
maps (Figure 2), different globs represent different regions
of the visual field, suggesting that a single glob does not
constitute an entire visual area, but rather one module in
a specialized network, much like the cytochrome-oxidase
stripes in V2. But whether this region contains multiple
representations of color, how color and shape interact,
and the role of glob and interglob cells in processing color
context will require more study.
Physiological investigations often rely on anatomical
landmarks to interpret function. The assumption that func-
tion is yoked to anatomical location is justified on a coarse
scale: V1 in all macaques is located at the pole of the
occipital cortex. But functional imaging shows that normal
animals of the same species can show variability not
only in the anatomy of their brains but also in the relative
anatomical location of functional patterns of activity and
boundaries of visual areas (compare Figures 1 and 2).
The variability in anatomical location becomes more
marked at higher stages of visual processing, where thec.
Neuron
Color Modules in Macaque Extrastriate CortexFigure 8. Visual-Field Topography of
Single-Unit Responses
Visual-field location of the center of the recep-
tive fields of the single units recorded within the
different glob regions (numbers refer to globs in
Figures 1–3).size of functionally defined regions can be relatively small.
The middle face patch, for example, varies in its location
relative to sulcal patterns and stereotaxic coordinates by
several millimeters from one animal to the next, on the
same scale as the size of the patch itself (Tsao et al.,
2003, 2006). The sampling limitations of single-unit
recording are exacerbated by the fact that the functional
organization of more anterior brain regions is poorly
understood. Brain regions V4, PITd, and posterior TEO
encompass a large swath of cortex for which there is no
consensus of the boundaries (Brewer et al., 2002; Conway
and Tsao, 2006; Fize et al., 2003; Stepniewska et al., 2005;
Tootell et al., 2004); some argue that the entire region is
a single visual complex (Zeki, 1996). Leaving boundary
disputes aside, it is clear from connectional studies that
this region receives patchy inputs from other areas (Distler
et al., 1993; Felleman et al., 1997; Shipp and Zeki, 1995;
Xiao et al., 1999), has patchy local connections (Yoshioka
et al., 1992), and patchy callosal connections (Zeki, 1977),
suggesting a more complex functional organization than
three discrete areas. The data here suggest that this
region contains relatively large specialized color domains.
We hypothesize that these domains receive input from V2
thin stripes, a hypothesis supported by the fact that the
size of the globs is consistent with the size of V4 patches
that receive input from V2 thin stripes (Felleman et al.,
1997; Shipp and Zeki, 1995; Xiao et al., 1999). Color would
then appear to be processed by a series of specialized
color domains that get progressively larger at subsequent
hierarchical stages: the blobs in V1, the thin stripes in V2,
and the globs in posterior inferior temporal cortex; the
interglobs, on the other hand, would seem to be involved
in elaborating the form signals relayed by the V1 interblobs
and V2 interstripes.It is perhaps no surprise that previous studies based on
single-unit recordings guided by anatomical landmarks,
yet suffering from sampling limitations imposed by
single-unit recording, could come to radically different
conclusions about function: large swaths of extrastriate
cortex are probably not homogenous brain regions and
may consist of functional columns larger than the sam-
pling size of single-unit recordings but smaller than the
scale of the visual area under investigation. This under-
scores the importance of combining functional, as
opposed to solely anatomical landmarks, with single-unit
recording in studying extrastriate brain.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
All animal procedures complied with the NIH Guide for Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals, regulations for the welfare of experimental ani-
mals issued by the Federal Government of Germany, and stipulations
of Bremen authorities.
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Experiments
Four macaque monkeys were trained for a juice reward to fixate a visual
display (37 wide) while the animals were situated in a specially designed
chair fit for a horizontal bore 3T Siemens scanner. Red and blue and
achromatic gratings were presented in separate blocks interleaved
with blocks of uniform gray, maintaining a constant mean luminance
of 19.3 cd/m2; maintaining a constant mean luminance ensures that
the cone excitation ratios are equalized across stimuli. The gratings
were low spatial frequency gratings (0.29 cycles/), drifting at 0.29
cycles/, alternating direction every 2 s, and had a trapezoidal-shaped
waveform, incorporating the advantages of a square wave (which
gives optimal contrast at each stimulated location) and a sine wave
(which minimizes chromatic aberration at the ‘‘edges’’ of each grating
cycle (Tootell et al., 2004)). We used the colors red and blue because
they should activate both groups of cardinal color cells (red-cyan
and blue yellow) in early visual cortex (Conway and Livingstone,
2006). Using red and blue also enables a direct comparison with otherNeuron 56, 560–573, November 8, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 569
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2004). In an initial set of BOLD scans, we used nine colored blocks,
separated by blocks of gray. The luminance ratios of the colors in
each block were 0.75, 0.5, 0.33, 0.17, 0, 0.17, 0.33, 0.5, or
0.75, where contrast is [RB]/[R + B], and R and B are the photometric
luminance of the red and blue (measured using the Minolta Chromom-
eter CS-100). We used the minimal response of MT to determine which
color contrast was functionally equiluminant (Conway and Tsao, 2006;
Dobkins et al., 2000). The equiluminant stimulus (luminance ratio 0.33)
was determined to have L-cone contrast 0.33, M-cone contrast 0.38,
and S-cone contrast 0.98, where L-cone contrast = j(Lred  Lblue)/
(Lred + Lblue)j, Lred is the L activity elicited by the red phase of the stim-
ulus, and Lblue is the L activity elicited by the blue phase (Stockman and
Sharpe, 2000). In subsequent experiments, we injected into the femo-
ral vein prior to each scan session a contrast agent, ferumoxtran-10
(Sinerem, Guerbet, France; Combidex, Advanced Magnetics Inc,
USA; concentration: 21 mg Fe/ml in saline; dosage: 8 mg Fe/kg).
Sinerem is the same contrast agent as MION, produced under a different
name (Nelissen et al., 2006); Sinerem/MION increases signal-to-noise
and gives finer spatial localization than BOLD (Leite et al., 2002; Van-
duffel et al., 2001; Zhao et al., 2006), although it may ‘‘not necessarily
represent equivalent transforms [as BOLD] of the neural response’’
(Smirnakis et al., 2007). For these experiments, the color-luminance
ratios were 0.5, 0, 0.33, and 0.75, and block length was 32 s. Area
boundaries were determined by the responses to vertical and horizon-
tal meridians (Figure S1). Voxel size was 1.25 mm3 for most experi-
ments, and 1.5 mm3 in a few, yielding qualitatively similar results.
Data from all globs (color bias p < 0.05) located in area V4 and the im-
mediately adjacent anterior area were pooled to generate the time
courses shown; time courses from individual globs were consistent
(data not shown). Glob number and location were consistent for
color-to-achromatic comparisons at all color ratios, indicating that
a precise determination of equiluminance was not critical for identify-
ing globs (globs consistently showed higher activity than interglobs
to all color ratios; see time courses in Figures 1 and 2). Fixation was
continuously monitored during all experiments using an ISCAN infra-
red eye monitor (ISCAN, Burlington, MA), and monkeys were only
rewarded for maintaining constant fixation. Data analysis was per-
formed using FREESURFER software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.
edu/). Data were motion corrected with the AFNI motion correction
algorithm (Cox and Hyde, 1997) and were intensity normalized. Spatial
smoothing was not applied to the raw functional data (as shown in the
slices) but was applied to the flat maps (fwhm = 1.5 mm). More detailed
methods are given elsewhere (Conway and Tsao, 2006; Tsao et al.,
2003, 2006).
Single-Unit Recording
Detailed methods for single-unit recording in alert macaques are given
elsewhere (Conway, 2001; Conway and Livingstone, 2006; Tsao et al.,
2006). In the present experiments, a plastic MRI-compatible recording
chamber (1.5 cm wide; Crist Instruments, MD) was first implanted over
the region of interest using standard surgical procedures. A plastic cyl-
inder containing a matrix of holes (15 evenly spaced holes each 0.7 mm
wide spanned the diameter) was fitted to the inside of the recording
chamber and could be locked in place using a set screw. The holes
were filled with viscous silicone, which provided sufficient contrast
so that individual holes could be seen in high-resolution anatomical
magnetic resonance (MR) images. Previously acquired functional
images were then aligned to the high-resolution images and computa-
tionally resliced in coordinates defined by the cylinder matrix. Tung-
sten microelectrodes, sheathed in plastic guide tubes could then be in-
serted through the holes of the grid matrix and lowered into the brain to
target specific functional domains, as confirmed by MRIs with elec-
trodes in place (see below). Recordings were made through a total
of 34 holes in one animal and 11 holes in a second animal; multiple
penetrations were made through many holes, especially those that tar-
geted the globs in the superior temporal sulcus, on the lunate gyrus,570 Neuron 56, 560–573, November 8, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Incand in the occipital temporal sulcus (a total of five globs were targeted,
indicated in Figure 3 and Figure S4). From these penetrations, we
obtained orientation tuning curves for 365 visually responsive glob
cells and 232 interglob cells; bar-length tuning curves for 85 glob cells
and 104 interglob cells; and complete color tuning responses for 308
glob cells and 192 interglob cells. Two additional penetrations were
made into the glob at the base of the inferior occipital sulcus of the
animal shown in Figure 2 (two cells), and one that was presumed to
be on the anterior wall of the lunate sulcus (two cells) of a third animal,
although a confirmation MRI was not made (see below). These four
cells were all significantly color tuned, showing significant Rayleigh
vector lengths and stronger responses to color versus black and white
(as described in the Results). As an additional control, recordings were
made in area MT, which was traversed in penetrations targeting the
ventral surface of the brain in one animal (Figures 3A and 3B; 52 cells);
MT recordings were also made in another animal previously fitted with
a dedicated MT-targeting chamber (85 cells). Data from these two
animals were pooled, as the responses between animals were not sig-
nificantly different along any of the dimensions tested.
Single-unit responses were measured in alert fixating animals using
routine electrophysiological recording procedures (Conway, 2001;
Conway and Livingstone, 2006; Tsao et al., 2006) and apparatus
(BAK electronics, MD). These experiments were done outside the
MR scanner, but with the animal seated in the same chair as used in
the fMRI experiments. Precise measurements of electrode depth
were kept, documenting the initial entrance of the electrode into the
brain, the depth of any white-gray matter junctions, and any exits
and re-entrances of the electrode if it passed through a sulcus. Follow-
ing most recording sessions, with the electrode still in position at the
end of the penetration, the electrode was carefully glued to the plastic
guide tube and the electrode advancer removed. The animal was
transferred to the MR scanner and a high-resolution anatomical scan
was made to confirm the location of the electrode (Figure 3 and
Figure S4). By combining the information from the anatomical scans
and the depth information obtained during the recordings, the loca-
tions of the recorded cells were correlated with the functional maps
and categorized as residing in a glob or an interglob. Recordings
were specifically targeted to avoid the edges of the globs to circum-
vent ambiguity about this categorization. With the exception of one
penetration, all visually responsive cells from a given penetration
were assigned to either a glob or an interglob (or area MT). The excep-
tion is shown in Figure 3E, in which the first part (3.5 mm) of this long
penetration was in an interglob; the next 0.75 mm, a transition zone,
was excluded from analysis; and the last part (1 mm) was in a glob
(the very tip of the electrode is not visible in the MRI).
Visual Stimuli for Single-Unit Experiments: Shape
and Direction
Stimuli for the single-unit experiments consisted of an oriented bar or
square patch presented on a color-calibrated computer monitor (NEC
Display Solutions, Munich) that displayed uniform neutral gray sur-
rounding the stimulus and between stimulus presentations (CIE x, y,
luminance: 0.316, 0.314, 3.05 cd/m2, maintaining chromatically neutral
photopic adapting conditions; monitor 57 cm from the eyes). These
stimuli elicited reliable, strong responses (see Figures S5 and S6). Pre-
liminary hand mapping was first done to determine the location of the
center of the receptive field, along with the optimal dimensions of the
stimulus (bar orientation, length, width, and color). Shape selectivity
(Figure 4 and Figures S5 and S6) was then quantified, using a bar of
optimal color, as follows: the orientation index was (ObestOorthogonal)/
(Obest + Oorthogonal), where Obest was the response to bars whose orien-
tation elicited the strongest response, and Oorthogonal was the response
to bars oriented orthogonal to the best orientation. The direction index
was (Dpref  Dnull)/(Dpref + Dnull), where Dpref was the response elicited
by the optimally oriented bar moving in the direction that elicited the
strongest response, and Dnull was the response elicited by the opti-
mally oriented bar moving in the opposite direction (the bars in the.
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selectivity index was (Lmax  Lmin)/(Lmax + Lmin), where Lmax was the re-
sponse to the bar length that elicited the strongest response, and Lmin
was the response to the bar length that elicited the smallest response
(both bars were the same, optimal, orientation). Significant responses
were defined as those showing an index > 0.2 (maximum response >
1.53 minimum response). Bar lengths were 0.13, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2,
4, 8, and 16.
Visual Stimuli for Single-Unit Experiments: Hue
To quantify the hue selectivity, optimal stimulus dimensions (bar
length, width, and position) were used for each cell. The shape and lo-
cation were fixed for a given cell, and the color of the shape was then
varied. A total of 135 colors were used, consisting of three sets of 45
colors; the colors within a set were equiluminant with each other,
spanned the full color gamut of the monitor, and were as saturated
as the monitor could produce (CIE coordinates given in Table S1 and
Figure S8). The colors of one set were brighter (7.8 cd/m2) than the
background; those of another set were photometrically equiluminant
with the background (3.05 cd/m2); and those of the third set were
darker than the background (0.62 cd/m2). All colors, including those
at the lowest luminance, had discernable color to human observers,
indicating significant activation of cones. The two color sets of equal or
higher luminance than the adapting background were vividly colored,
photopic, and likely did not involve rods; stimuli of the lowest lumi-
nance set may be considered mesopic and have involved rods, but
this is unlikely because they were surrounded by an adapting back-
ground that maintained photopic conditions. In any event, significant
hue tuning was found to stimuli of all luminance levels, showing that
all stimuli involve mechanisms dependent on cones (see Figures 5
and 6). Responses to black (0.02 cd/m2) and white (78.2 cd/m2) were
also measured. These were the maximal achromatic contrasts that
could be achieved, which were used because they provide the maxi-
mal stringency for categorizing a neuron as color coding, according
to the color-to-achromatic response ratio (Figure 7A). The different
colors were presented in pseudorandom order. Within the time period
during which the three sets of colors were presented, white and black
versions of the stimulus were each presented three times, so that one
complete cycle consisted of 141 stimulus presentations (color set 1, 45
colors; color set 2, 45 colors; color set 3, 45 colors; white, 33; black,
33). Responses of a given cell were measured to multiple presenta-
tions of this cycle and averaged. Each stimulus was displayed for
200 ms and separated in time from the previous and subsequent stim-
uli by 200 ms, during which time the animal was rewarded for maintain-
ing constant fixation. Every visually responsive cell was tested and
included in the analysis if responses to at least two complete stimulus
cycles were obtained; in most cases, the cell was held long enough so
that we could measure the responses to at least five stimulus cycles.
To generate the hue-tuning polar plots (Figures 5 and 6), responses
were summed during a 200 ms window, a duration defined by the du-
ration of the stimulus. The time window began with the visual latency,
which was defined as >3 standard deviations above the background
firing rate. The major conclusions of the paper were not affected if
shorter (50 ms) or longer (250 ms) time windows were used.
Supplemental Data
The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://
www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/56/3/560/DC1/.
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